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1. Let Z be a locally compact space and / i ^ O a positive Radon 
measure on Z. Let MR(Z} /X) be the Banach algebra of all bounded 
real-valued /x-measurable functions defined on Z, endowed with the 
norm/—»||/||oo = sup2 G^|/(0)| . Let CR(Z) be the subalgebraof MR{Z,\X) 
consisting of all bounded continuous functions on Z and 3C(Z) the 
subalgebra of all ƒ G CR (Z) having compact support. For two func
t i o n s / a n d g defined on Z we shall write ƒ = g whenever ƒ and g coin
cide locally almost everywhere. 

Let now T:f—*T/ be a mapping of .MR (Z, /x) into M%(Z, fi). Prop
erties of T such as those listed below will be considered in what fol
lows: 

(I) 2 W ; 
(II) jfs=g implies Tf=T0; 
(HI) 2 W ; 
(IV) ƒ è O implies 7 } â 0 ; 
(V) Taf+PG = <*Tf+pTg; 
(VI) Tfg=TfTg; 
(VII) Tf=f if feC%(Z). 
A mapping T:f-*Tf of MR(Z, /X) into M%(Z, /x) satisfying (I)-(V) 

will be called a linear lifting of M£(Z, /x) ; if the condition (VI) is also 
verified the mapping will be called a lifting of MR (Z, /X). A strong linear 
lifting [strong lifting] of M%(Z, /x) is a linear lifting [lifting] which 
verifies also (VII). 

If T:f—>Tf is a lifting of M%(Z, JJ,) and A is a ju-measurable set 
then we shall denote by PT(A) the set defined by the equation2 

T^^fpPrU)' For each z(~Z denote by VT(Z) the set of all parts 
PT(V) where V belongs to3 V(z) and is /x-measurable. If TT is the set of 
all parts pT{A)—N where A is /x-measurable and N is locally /x-
negligible then TT is a topology on Z (this result is essentially due to 
J. Oxtoby and has been given by him in a lecture at Yale in the fall 
of 1960). 

THEOREM 1. Let T:f-*Tf be a lifting of MR(Z, /X). Then the following 
assertions are equivalent: (1.1) T is a strong lifting; (1.2) There is 

1 Research supported by the U. S. Army Research Office (Durham) under contract 
DA-ARO(D)-31-124-G218. 

2 For X(Z.Z, 4>x denotes the characteristic function of X. 
8 For each zGZ, V(z) denotes the set of all neighborhoods of z. 
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VC.MR(Z, fx), dense in 3C(Z) for the topology induced by the norm 
/ H I / I U , such that Tf=ffor all fGV; (1.3) pT(U)DU for all UCZ 
open; (1.4) PT(F)C.F for all FC.Z closed; (1.5) TT is stronger than the 
topology of Z; (1.6) For each zÇ^Z, VT(Z) is a fundamental system of 
neighborhoods of z. 

Let MR(Z, p) be the algebra of all locally bounded (that is bounded 
on every compact) real-valued /i-measurable functions defined on Z. 
By CR(Z) we shall denote the subalgebra or all real-valued continu
ous functions on Z. A mapping T:f—>T/ of MR{Z, p) into MR{Z, p) 
which verifies conditions (I)-(VI) will be called a lifting of MR(Z, p). 
A strong lifting of MR(Z, p) is a lifting T:f-*T/ such that T) =ƒ for 
all fGCR(Z). 

THEOREM 2. The following conditions are equivalent: (2.1) There is 
a strong linear lifting of M%(Z, p); (2.2) There is a strong lifting of 
MR(Z1 p) ; (2.3) There is a strong lifting of MR{Z, p). 

REMARK. There is a compact space Z9£01 a positive Radon meas
ure p. on Z with Supp/* = Z and a lifting T:f—*T/ of MR(Z, p) such 
that 

Z = U |s|2>(«) *ƒ ( * ) } . 
feCB(Z) 

2. For a locally compact space B and a positive Radon measure a 
on B we shall denote by Q(B, a) the set of all locally countable 
families {K3)j&J of disjoint compact parts of B such that the comple
ment of Ujej Kj is locally a-negligible. 

Let now Z and B be two locally compact spaces and a a positive 
Radon measure on B. For each mapping X: b—>X& of B into4 9Tl+(Z) 
and each g£3C(Z) we shall denote by (g, X) the mapping b-->(g, X&). 
Suppose now a ^ O and let T:f—>Tf be a lifting of -M#(JB, a); to 
shorten the notation we shall sometimes write pr(jQ instead of T/, 
for fGMfiiB, a ) . If X; &—»X& is a mapping of -B into îiïl+iZ) we shall 
write 

pT[\] = X 

whenever there is (Kj)jejÇzQ(B, a) with the following properties: 
(1) 4>Ki{gr X)GM£(£ , a) for every j G J and gG3C(Z); 
(2) pT&Kjig, X))=^(^ . )<^, X) for every j G / and |:G5C(Z). 
A mapping X: &—>X& of .0 into 9Tl+(Z) will be called appropriate with 

respect to (a, T) if: 
4 9ïl(Z) is the vector space of all Radon measures on Z and SfTC+(Z) the cone of all 

positive Radon measures on Z. 
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(3) pr[X]=X; 
(4) (g, X) is essentially a-integrable for each g£3C(Z) (that is, X is 

scalarly essentially a-integrable if 3ïl(Z) is endowed with the topology 
<r(9Tl(Z), 3C(Z))). 

Let Z and 5 be two locally compact spaces and /x a positive Radon 
measure on Z. Recall that a mapping p : Z—>J3 is ^-proper if it is 
^-measurable and if ƒ o p is essentially /x-integrable for each/G3C(-B). 
The Radon measure pip) is then defined by the equations (ƒ, p(fx)) 
^ fsf o pd/ji, /£3C(.B). If a is a positive Radon measure on B and 
\p: B—*R a locally a-integrable function then \p*a is the Radon meas
ure defined by the equations {ƒ, ^ • a ) = /j5/^Ja, /G^C(-B). For the 
above and for other definitions concerning integration see [ l ] . 

THEOREM 3. Let Z and B be two locally compact spaces, 11 a positive 
Radon measure on Z, p a fx-proper mapping of Z into B and v = p{p). 
Let now a be a positive Radon measure on B such that v — xp-afor some 
locally a-integrable function \p. Suppose a5*0 and let T:f—*T/ be a 
lifting of M B (5 , a). Then: 

(3.1) There is a mapping X: 6—>X& of B into 2fTl+(Z), appropriate 
with respect to (a, T) such that: 

(5) j|Xb|| —yp(b) locally almost everywhere for a\ 
(6) fz(fop)gdix~fBf(b)(g,\b)da(b)foreveryfeK(B) andgG&(Z)S 
(3.2) Moreover, if T is a strong lifting then X& is concentrated on 

P~K{b}) locally almost everywhere f or a, 
(3.3) Let X' : b-+X£ and X" : b-*k£' be two mappings of B into 9fTC+(Z), 

appropriate with respect to (a, T)6 and such that: 
(7) X& and \" are concentrated on p~l({b}) locally almost every

where for a ; 
(8) p = fBKM1>)=*fBU'da(!b)> 

Then X& =X& locally almost everywhere f or a. 

The next result is in a certain sense converse to Theorem 3: 

THEOREM 4. Let B be a locally compact space, a9*0 a positive Radon 
measure on B with Supp a~B and T:f—>Tj a lifting of M%(B, a). 
Then the assertions (4.1) and (4*2) below are equivalent: 

(4.1) There is a locally a-negligible set B^QB such that T/(b) =ƒ(&) 
for each f EC5 (B) and bQB„; 

(4.2) For every locally compact space Z, positive Radon measure p 
on Z and ix-proper mapping p of Z into B such that v~p(tx) is abso
lutely continuous with respect to a, there is a mapping X: &—>X& of B 

6 From (6) we deduce that M = / B \bda(b) (i.e. /* is the integral of X with respect to 
«). 

• Here the lifting T is not necessarily supposed to be strong. 
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into 9flX+(Z), appropriate with respect to (a, T) and having the properties: 
(9) n=fBhbda(b); 
(10) Xb is concentrated on p~l({b}) locally almost everywhere f or a. 

REMARK. If T is a lifting having the property stated in (4.1) then 
there is a strong lifting T of M%(B, a) such that TJ Q>) = Tf(b) for all 

3. Let Z be a locally compact space and /x a positive Radon meas
ure on Z. To simplify some of the following statements we shall say 
that (Z, /JL) has the strong lifting property whenever there is a strong 
lifting of M%(Z,ix). 

In the statements below Z 9^0 is a locally compact space and p. 
a positive Radon measure on Z with Supp M = Z. 

(A) The couple (Z, ju) has the strong lifting property in each of the 
following cases: (i) Z is metrizable; (ii) (Z, /*) is hyperstonean (that is 
Z is stonean and every rare set is locally /^-negligible) ; (iii) ix is atomic. 

(B) If (Z, JU) has the strong lifting property and KQZ, K 9^0 is a 
compact such that Supp JAK — K then (K, \XK) has the strong lifting 
property. 

(C) If ( £ ; ) i e j £ 6 ( Z , JJL) is such that (jRTy, JJLK;) has the strong lifting 
property for each j £ ƒ then (Z, M) has the strong lifting property. 

(D) Let Zi, Z2 be two locally compact spaces and /zi> / ^^O two 
positive Radon measures on Zi, Z2 respectively. Suppose that (Zi, jiti) 
has the strong lifting property, Z2 is metrizable and Supp /X2 = Z2. 
Then (Z1XZ2, fxi®^) has the strong lifting property. 

(E) Let (Zj)jej be a family of metrizable compact spaces and for 
each j G J let fXj be a positive Radon measure on Zj with /xy(Z;) = 1 
and Supp /xy = Zy; let Zoo= Hye / Z;- and jUoo= ®ye/ My- Then the couple 
(Zoo, Moo) has the strong lifting property. 

Denote by CR(R, +)[C%(R, —)] the algebra of all bounded real-
valued functions, defined on the real line R> continuous on the right 
[continuous on the left]. Let fi be the Lebesgue measure on R. 

THEOREM 5. There is a lifting T: ƒ—> J> of M%(Ry ju) such that Tf=f 
for every feC%(R, +)[feC2(R, - ) ] . 

4. REMARKS. (1) Theorem 1 in [l, Chap. 6, pp. 58-63], some of the 
results in [2] (see also [4]) and the result in [3, §6, pp. 82-84] are 
particular cases of Theorem 3 above. Theorem 2 in [l, Chap. 6, 
pp. 64-65] can be also generalized using the strong lifting. For cer
tain other methods and results concerning the disintegration of 
measures see also [7]. (2) The result in (E) is essentially contained 
in [6]. (3) I t is known that for every (Z, /z)> M^O, there is a lifting 
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olMS(Z,p) (see [5] and [6]). 
PROBLEM. Decide whether or not every couple (Z, fx), with JJ, 5*0 and 

Supp LL = Z, has the strong lifting property. 
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